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ScienceDirect
1 p. 13 Slip opinion, decided June 25, 2015 [2].
2 We leave aside discussion of whether the biases revealed by the IAT

are completely unconscious or relatively unconscious. For discussion,

see [7].
A recent Supreme Court decision — Texas Department of

Housing and Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities

Project, Inc. — creates an opening to consider models for

repairing the effects of unintended harm. We mention some

results from the science of unconscious bias, consider the

nature of n-to-n harm, cite recent philosophical arguments

about responsibility for carrying implicit bias, and note the legal

status of intent versus impact in civil rights law. Based on the

opportunity presented by Inclusive Communities, we present

three options for repairing unintended harm, placing emphasis

on litigation-minimizing solutions, especially insurance.
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On June 25, 2015, the United States Supreme Court

held that the Fair Housing Act of 1968 [1] requires

remedies to organizational practices that have disparate

impact on social groups covered by the statute. In Texas
Department of Housing and Community Affairs v. The
Inclusive Communities Project, Inc., the Court held that

the disparate impact a policy or practice produces is

sufficient to merit remedy. In other words, the Court

held that even if no intent to discriminate can be

discerned, potential harm as revealed by disparate

impact can be challenged [2].

Inclusive Communities is important in at least two ways.

First, for most of the Court’s recent history, in the area of

civil rights, the idea that assessment of harm hinges on

clear and demonstrable intent has been held with dogged

persistence. Inclusive Communities is important because it

reverses that direction. Second, in Inclusive Communities,
Justice Kennedy, writing for the majority, made explicit

reference to a particular psychological state of mind,
www.sciencedirect.com 
stating that disparate impact is sufficient basis for a

challenge because ‘unconscious prejudice and disguised

animus’ can mask discrimination.1

The science
Unconscious forms of bias pose a problem for legal theory

and practice because law’s guiding model of human

behavior assumes that sane, ordinary, adult behavior is

the result of conscious and intentional decision-making.

Yet a rich and robust body of research in experimental

social psychology — the field from which the concept of

‘implicit bias’ has emerged — challenges that assumption.

We know that human minds evolved unique and special-

ized ways of processing information, some of which are

capable of producing self-reflective, deliberate, conscious

thought in accordance with moral codes and intentions,

while other mental computaations are achieved in a more

automatic, unconscious, and implicit manner [3�,4].

In 1995, Greenwald and Banaji [5] proposed that the

study of implicit social cognition deserved new attention

to understand core aspects of the mind: attitudes, stereo-

types, and self-based cognition. Alongside, they issued a

demand for the development of new methods that could

robustly access implicit social cognition. The demand for

new methods was partly fulfilled with the invention of the

Implicit Association Test (IAT; [6]) and it has come to be,

among other methods, a viable way to reveal the presence

of implicit bias.2 A signature result from research using

the IAT is that people who have no intention to discrimi-

nate may still do so in their behavior toward others who

vary in age, gender, class, race/ethnicity, sexuality, reli-

gion, and nationality among other social groupings (see

[3�] for review).

The amount of published and replicated evidence show-

ing the presence of differential treatment in the domains

of employment, housing, financial lending and healthcare

as a function of group membership is staggering. Even a

focus on just one protected category, race, reveals an

overwhelming amount of evidence from every social

science [8–12]. The unique contribution of modern psy-

chological research has been to show that such differences

may emanate less from animus and more from implicit,

less conscious, mental processes. For example, anti-

Hispanic IAT bias predicted attitudes toward illegal
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Table 1

Significant conclusions from research on implicit bias (IB)

showing attitudes and stereotypes by group membership (age,

gender, sexuality, race, ethnicity, religion, nationality, physical

characteristics) as well as the involvement of self-identity.

�IB is universal; it is a byproduct of fundamental features of thinking

�IB varies by individual and by group

�IB reveals ingroup preference

�IB reveals dominant group preference

�IB is dissociated from conscious intent/values

�IB is also associated to conscious intent/values

�IB is present in children; at times, to the same extent as adults

�IB also varies developmentally

�IB in behavior has been linked to neural activation

�IB predicts behavior, including behavior in natural settings

�IB is temporarily malleable; it is responsive to particular interventions
and legal immigration [13]; ER and resident physicians

with stronger anti-Black IAT bias were less likely to

prescribe a particular medical procedure to Black patients

[14]; stronger anti-Black IAT bias among physicians led to

more negative experiences with Black patients [15];

stronger anti-Arab IAT bias predicted hiring decisions

[16]; anti-obese IAT bias was related to less likelihood of

interviewing obese candidates [17]; associations of ‘men-

tally ill’ with ‘dangerous,’ were correlated with stronger

endorsements of sociatal control mechanisms [18]; at the

level of countries, an IAT gender-science measure pre-

dicted gender differences in performance on math

achievement tests [19]; anti-Black IAT biased influenced

(correctable) bias in trial judges [20]; voters with stronger

anti-Obama IAT scores were more likely to oppose his

policies — but not when the same policies were attribut-

ed to President Clinton [21].

None of these results would be as surprising if the

measures of attitudes and stereotypes were obtained

via self-report. We would conclude that those who bear

animus toward a group or idea are acting rationally on that

preference or belief, hence the correlation. Data on

implicit or unconscious bias are surprising and even

troubling because individuals and even professionals,

whose conscious values reveal no intent to harm, never-

theless show systematic and selective patterns of deci-

sion-making that result in differential treatment.

For research on implicit bias to have direct relevance for

considerations of intent vs. impact arguments in the

policy decisions, it is perhaps of use to view the range

of conclusions that can be drawn from the empirical

evidence that has gathered over the past thirty years

(see [22]). The most significant of them for the discus-

sion at hand is the idea that implicit bias (a) is pervasive,

(b) is dissociated from conscious intent and values, (c)

reflects preferences for one’s own group or dominant

groups in society, and (d) influences behavior. It is these

reasons more than any others that provide the founda-

tion for an understanding of human behavior that can

directly motivate looking deeper as Justice Kennedy

argues, when disparate impact is observed. See

Table 1 for a more complete list of established results

about implicit bias.

Harm: individual-to-individual vs. n-to-n
The question of responsibility is a thorny one when

unintended harm occurs. Fortunately, moral philosophers

have recently engaged this question in the context of

implicit bias. Two volumes titled Implicit Bias and Phi-
losophy [23,24�] include several viewpoints on exactly this

question. It is surprising that every chapter dealing with

the topic of responsibility takes the position that even

though harm due to implicit bias may be unintended,

responsibility for remedying the harm lies firmly with the

agent [25–29]. The arguments to support this position
Current Opinion in Psychology 2015, 6:183–188 
range from comparisons to other situations of negligence,

the distinction between guilt (not necessary) and repara-

tions (necessary), to the conjecture that as evidence of

implicit bias has become both scientifically clear and

easily available in the public domain, it is one’s responsi-

bility to be aware of it and act on it.

Important as these arguments are, they are restricted to

cases of individual-to-individual actions. Indeed, in sup-

port of the philosophers’ positions, there is evidence to

suggest that implicit social cognition is knowable and

malleable. In fact, some methods of intervention, such as

positive forms of contact, can change even unconscious

bias [30]. This is a worthy path to develop as it can lead to

changes in an individual’s behavior.

In this paper, however, we focus on a different level of

harm-doing. We recognize that organizationally mediated

disparate impact, that is, policies and practices in areas

such as housing, education, medical care, and financial

lending, have unique characteristics that deserve explo-

ration of alternative methods for determining responsi-

bility. In such cases, the actions may be termed n-to-n.

That is, the sources of unintended harm are many, and

the effects are experienced by many. In n-to-n actions,

the central challenge is not in determining who is ‘guilty’

(as philosophers have keenly noted) but rather crafting

the best mechanics of repair.

Intent vs. impact
Ordinary humans believe that it is important to separate

acts of intentional harm from acts of unintentional harm.

For example, if A intentionally plans to kill a girl and B

accidentally kills a girl, the intentional harm-doer is

obviously more morally compromised. But conse-

quences also matter, so that if two individuals get

equally drunk and drive, with one subsequently hitting

a tree and the other hitting a girl, the extent of the harm

done (rather than intent) matters for determining pun-

ishment [31,32�].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Legal outcomes often mirror the explicit values of indi-

viduals. The intent requirement is present in the most

ancient moral codes and in Anglo-American common law.

In fact, the simplest test of responsibility for harm is

indeed intent, which is regarded as sufficient, ceteris

paribus, for establishing responsibility. Once intent is

established, no further defense is possible, the defendant

is found to be the tortfeasor, becomes morally responsible

for the harm, and is subject to appropriate punishment —

social scorn, civil damages, or criminal penalties. Like-

wise, the impact effect as seen in Cushman’s [31] data on

ordinary human decisions is also the way law works. In the

law, attention to impact is visible in a familiar distinction

between stealing $100 versus $10,000 — one is a misde-

meanor, the other a felony.

It is therefore perplexing that in one domain, the Su-

preme Court has been willing to ignore all evidence about

impact (but see Griggs v. Duke Power Co. which recognized

the need to remedy non-specific disparate impact [33]). In

Washington v. Davis [34], African Americans challenged

Washington DC’s admission test for hiring police officers.

Mentioning Griggs almost en passant, the Court held that

‘a law or other official act, without regard to whether it

reflects a racially discriminatory purpose, [is not] uncon-

stitutional solely because it has a racially disproportionate

impact.’ A decade later, Davis was further strengthened

when the Supreme Court held that the racially dispro-

portionate impact of even the death penalty did not

establish remediable jeopardy for African-Americans,

the group specifically protected under the stautes. In

McKlesky v. Kemp [35], the Supreme Court was unmoved

by disproportionate levels of death sentences handed

down to African-Americans, leading eventually to the

Civil Rights Restoration Act of 1991. Since then, in a

series of successive decisions, the Supreme Court has had

to address the issue of racial harm through disparate

impact in employment law, housing, and lending [36].

The decision in Inclusive Communities reflects a quite

different attitude in the Supreme Court. Inclusive Com-
munities carefully and systematically justifies a particular

thesis: when all conceivable analytical causes for disparate

impact are removed, and there is still some non-insignifi-

cant remainder, then a remedy may be merited. Justice

Kennedy postulates that ‘unconscious prejudice and dis-

guised animus’ may account for some of this remainder.

The opinion does not declare that unconscious bias is a
cause for disparate impact, let alone the cause. Instead it

implicitly recognizes the existence of a careful four-step

process: Firstly, statistically demonstrate that a group has

been harmed; secondly, demonstrate that the group is

protected under the FHA statutes of 1968; thirdly, dem-

onstrate that the organizational requirements that lead to

disparate impact do not contain prejudice, animus, or bias;

fourthly, demonstrate that disparate impact remains even

after the organization seeks alternative procedures.
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When these four steps have been executed, a fifth step

may become appropriate. In Inclusive Communities, the

Court essentially suggests this fifth step by inviting an

answer to the following unstated question: If unconscious
bias is an accepted cause for harm, how much of the harmful
disparate impact can be attributed to culpable unconscious bias,
and how much of the disparate impact must be attributed to
unconscious bias that must be excused ( perhaps because uncon-
scious bias can only be reduced, not eliminated)?

We know what explicit harm looks like. In a hypothetical

housing case, let us say that the intentional aim of the

Harlem Housing Board (HHB) was to keep White Amer-

icans out of Harlem. We have nothing to say here because

the law holds that such cases of explicit, intentional

discrimination are actionable. The kind of harm with

which we are concerned probably occurs in the shadows

of interpersonal interactions between representatives of

the HHB and homebuyers. Let us assume that the HHB

intends to be equally welcoming to all who are able to

afford a fair price for Harlem homes. However, upon

examining the behavior of representatives of HHB, let

us say, we find that White Americans feel uncomfortable

when visiting the real estate agencies offices and over

time fewer of them seek housing in Harlem. When

measured, the data reveal that real estate agents, most

of whom are Black, do not make eye contact with White

buyers and speak fewer words to them. Let us say we find

that Black real-estate agents provide cursory information

to White buyers but detailed reports to Black buyers; they

offer White buyers fewer options of homes and visitation

times, but make special arrangements to suit the work

schedules of Black buyers; on average they provide Black

buyers with the inside scoop on the circumstances of the

seller, but are not forthcoming with such information to

White buyers.

It is in such situations — where favorable social interac-

tions experienced by Black buyers are unknown to dis-

favored White buyers, where the Harlem Housing Board

is unaware of bias, and is actually seeking to diversify

Harlem — that the psychological evidence on implicit

bias becomes relevant by providing evidence of its ubiq-

uitous presence. Inclusive Communities allows forging

ahead to consider what might be done in such cases.

Models for responsibility and repair
To understand the need to separate culpability from

repair, let us review the following conditions that are

interwoven with implicit or unconscious bias as the cause

of disparate impact. First, implicit bias may be caused by

multiple organizations that lie upstream of the actual policy

decision. In Inclusive Communities, the Texas Department

of Housing and Community Affairs may be using proce-

dures mandated by other state law, which are supported

by common practices in other arms of local government,

and are put into practice by invisible decision-makers
Current Opinion in Psychology 2015, 6:183–188
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whose decisions are in turn influenced by their experience

in previous jobs, past educational opportunities, and so on.

Second, harms caused by implicit biases may be of

different quantity and quality compared with other

harms. In mortgage lending, one potential borrower

may have to pay a higher rate of interest, an easily

measurable harm; but another potential borrower may

have to move to a different neighborhood with poorer

schools and street safety leading to additional costs that

are extremely difficult to measure; an aging resident in

the area may be deprived of her entire social-care network

because of a complex series of decisions by a lender, and

more.

Third, it may not be simple to identify who is harmed,

because it is not easy to define what harm is. For example,

what is the harm that results from fewer words being

spoken to the homebuyer or not being offered the same

housing options? Fourth, the most visible harming agent

may not have the economic or social means for repair.

Fifth, the organization may inflict extraordinary harm, but

the harm may be uncertainly spread over a long period

with the harming organization unable to commit to pro-

tections far into the future. In the background of this, of

course, is the deadly certainty that the resources needed

for repair will be swallowed up in bitter and endless

litigation.

In the face of such challenges, it may be futile to seek

administrative, legislative, or judicial remedies. Instead,

we propose exploring market-based remedies. This is

fortunate, because the world’s (and the USA’s) social

and political repertoire includes at least three mechanisms

that have proven efficacious in dealing with situations

where (a) uncertain amounts of temporally distributed

harm is caused; (b) an uncertain number of unspecified

and perhaps even unidentified agents are responsible; and

(c) even victims may be difficult to specify and identify.

Three mechanisms are identified with special emphasis

placed on the third.

Superfund

Congress created a fund that was designed to pay for

cleaning up toxic dumps and toxic damage created by

chemical manufacturers and users of toxic chemicals. The

superfund was originally funded by a tax on polluters, but

since 1995, when Congress refused to support the tax, the

fund has relied on cost recoveries from the original

creators of the toxic site. The harming agent can often

be identified, but the Superfund’s administrator, the

Environmental Protection Agency, relies on programs

to identify ‘potentially responsible partners’ who help

pay for cleanup costs and related harm. In cases of

unconscious bias, the equivalent would be a system that

identifies large-scale perpetrators of discriminatory out-

comes to focus on repair, and treat guilt for specific
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instances of harm as secondary concerns, that need not

precede repair.

Emissions trading

A second mechanism that requires even less administra-

tion by the government is the system of emissions trading

and pollution tax credits. The system involves clear

recognition that different industries emit greenhouse

gases to different extents. Given a fixed allocation of

emissions for each industry/organization, a trading system

creates a market. A firm commits to reducing emissions,

but recognizes the difficulty of doing so immediately. It

purchases the right to continue excess greenhouse gas

emissions by paying a firm that has a higher permitted

greenhouse gas emission than it uses. In cases of implicit

bias, such a system would require an analogous mechanism

for allocating the funds from the sale of such credits to those

who have been harmed. Like many tax-credit systems

within the Internal Revenue Code, this system can be

administered efficiently without litigation or injustice.

Both mechanisms are applicable and useful, and both

recognize the difficulties of measurement and allocation.

Both employ the advantages of a market-based society to

remedy a significant social injustice. Yet both these

mechanisms require identification of super perpetrators,

as well as deep administrative, judicial and political

resources in setting initial conditions, such as the amounts

of unconscious bias to be permitted in, for example, a

police department compared to a sanitation department

compared to a private airline. A third mechanism avoids

these difficulties.

Insurance

Insurance has many advantages: it can be applied to a

great many activities and it is based on stable expectations

with which institutions are deeply familiar. Insurance

systems recognize that both accidents and willful negli-

gence occur and that the costs of the two may be different.

In automobile insurance, for example, the process recog-

nizes that a careful driver may be harmed by a careless

driver, but also that a careless driver may be harmed by a

careful driver. The insurance premium that a particular

driver pays involves both possibilities, but it is calibrated

by differing estimates of relative likelihood.

Classically, automobile insurance applies to individual

drivers and car-owners, but insurance schemes exist in

many areas of business activity that capture both sides of a

transaction. In the case of unconscious bias, organizations

may seek protection from the kind of liability that is

imposed by the likely successors to Inclusive Communities.
The cost of insurance, the premiums, may drive them to a

variety of measurement and management efforts to re-

duce, so to speak, their emissions of unconscious

bias. These might include incentives for safe driving

(i.e., unbiased behavior) and the installation of safety
www.sciencedirect.com
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features in organizational spaces (e.g., diverse teams that

share goals). Moreover, insurance mechanisms permit a

very wide range of business models, and an entire interna-

tional industry has the know-how to develop those models.

Although implicit bias operates in individual minds it

begins and ends in the social world. Its influence spreads

from the mind, subtle and hidden through thoughts and

feelings to words and actions that create socially wound-

ing disparate impact, reminding us that psychological

events have ethical and moral consequences. In Plato’s

Republic Socrates says of ethics and morality ‘We are

discussing no small matter, but how we ought to live’

[37]. This meeting place — of scientific evidence about

mental states, their moral status in shaping the outcomes

of large groups of people, and the solutions that may be

offered to repairing harm — is a hard but worthy place at

which to be. In proposing solutions we do not believe that

we have found the right one, but we do hope that as we

develop the notion of insurance as a model for reparing

the effects of disparate impact that our work will receive

strong competition from other proposals — because we

are discussing no small matter.
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